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Abstract:
In this paper, we will explore the splendid world of normal distribution in statistics, including
its applications in various areas and theories behind it.

Introduction:
First, let’s look at the line below, on which is bestowed perfect symmetry and smooth curve.

This is the image of normal distribution, also known as Gaussian distribution or bell curve. It
is possibly the most fundamental distribution in statistics, on the basis of which we can make
further inferences. Moreover, a tremendous amount of models in the natural and social sciences
coincidentally agrees with it. Therefore, in these areas, normal distribution works very well to
represent real-valued random variables whose distributions are unknown.
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https://mathbitsnotebook.com/Algebra2/Statistics/normalturqa.jpg

But, of course, normal distribution does not work simply because others resemble it. The
broad applicability is credited to the Central Limit Theorem (CLT), which I will introduce in
this paper. Before unveiling the essence of normal distribution, we are supposed to learn its
applications in almost every walk of life.

Normal Distribution in Ecological Succession(in forest):
Ecological succession is the natural replacement of plant or animal species, or species
associations, in an area over time. When we discuss forest succession, we are usually talking about
replacement of tree species or tree associations, the whole process of which is usually divided into
six stages as below.2
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Forest Succession, Jeff Martin and Tom Gower, November, 1996
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/4/41/Forest_succession_depicted_over_time.png/800pxForest_succession_depicted_over_time.png
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As time goes by, each curve except the sixth one reaches its vertex and then decreases; to put
it in another way, as the evolution takes place, these species dominate the ecosystem in turn. The
six curves, especially the second one, resemble the normal distribution a lot. With the model, we
can simulate the succession in forests and calculate the possible biomass in different succession
stages, showing the environment of previous ecosystem.

Normal Distribution in Demographics (population pyramid):
A population pyramid, also called an age pyramid or age picture is a graphical illustration
that shows the distribution of various age groups in a population.4 It takes role of an indication of
the reproductive capabilities and likelihood of the continuation of a species. There are three types
of population pyramids: expansive, constrictive and stationary. The picture below will shed light
on them.
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Weeks, John (2001). Population An introduction to concepts and issues.
https://jemimacooper.files.wordpress.com/2012/03/picture-6.png

As you can see, the “stationary” type indicates that the peak of age appears a bit below middle; if
we draw a line graph instead of the bar graph, we can find the curve approximately a normal
distribution, though starts a bit higher.

The stationary type, resembling normal distribution, showcases the stability of population in
certain areas. And this is an ideal model for most developed countries.
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P.S. In fact, normal distribution is not accurate enough to analyze an event. However, due to its
symmetry, it can be conveniently calculated and analyzed, on the basis of which we can narrow
down the choices of more complicated models and establish the correct one faster. This is why
statisticians like normal distributions and try their best to unearth the potential ones in every
corner of life.
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Normal Distribution in Other Cases:
It also works in tests:
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in investments:
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Central Limit Theorem(CLT)11:
Normal distribution never emerges out of thin air; the CLT firmly supports it.
Intuitively, the CLT says that a large sum of i.i.d.(independent and identically distributed)
random variables, properly normalized, will always have approximately a normal distribution.
This shows that the normal distribution is extremely fundamental in probability and statistics.
First, I will show the CLT and then explain it.
Suppose {X1, …, Xn} is an i.i.d. sequence of random variables each having finite mean μ and
finite variance σ^2. The sample sum is given by：
And the sample mean is：
The central limit theorem is concerned with the distribution of the random variable：

where σ = sqr(σ^2). We know E(Mn) = μ, and Var(Mn) = σ^2/n, which implies that
E(Zn) = 0 and Var(Zn) = 1. The variable Zn is thus obtained from the sample mean by
subtracting its mean and dividing by its standard deviation, and it shares two
characteristics with the N(0,1) distribution; namely, it has mean 0 and variance 1. So here
comes the CLT:

Mind blown off? Here is explanations from the basic terms to brief proof:
1) random variable
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Most equations and theorems from Probability and Statistics The Science of Uncertainty 2nd Edition

According to the definition, random variable is a function from sample space S to the set R1 of all
real numbers. This is a basic concept in statistics, every theory stands on its basis. You may take it
as a real number.
2) density function

In fact, you can take the density function just as the absolute value of likelihood function
introduced in the second paper.
3) normal distribution
distribution has been introduced in the previous paper,

where μ is the expectation of the distribution, σ is the standard deviation, and σ^2 is the variance.
So here I put X ~ N(0,1) normal distribution:

where the expectation equals 0 and variance equals 1. Now you know why Zn shares two
characteristics with N(0,1) distribution.
4)

This definition and its corollary sheds light on
5) strong law of large numbers

in CLT theorem.

This law demonstrates the reason that E(Mn) = μ.
And it’s done now.
6) Verification

Above is the universally acknowledged properties of normal distribution. Let’s see if Zn in the
CLT abides by this rule.

Φ(3) turns out to be correct. So do Φ(2) and Φ(1).

Conclusion:
In this paper, we know the ubiquitous normal distribution and the CLT behind it. Normal
distribution, though in a rather complicated form, can analyze the practical models more easily.
Besides its functions, normal distribution also maintains elegant curve that fascinates every person
who loves symmetry. It is the representative of nature in statistics!
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